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1. Some years ago Collingwood and Valironf proposed the problem of

whether there could exist an integral function whose minimum modulus on

every circle \z\=r is bounded, but possessing no asymptotic paths. By an

asymptotic path we mean a continuous path tending to infinity along which

the value of the function tends to a limit.

In this paper I show how to construct such a function. It is obtained by

considering the well known Weierstrassian non-differentiable function
00

n=0

where c(l<c<2) and a (an integer) are suitably chosen. We may observe

that, if a is large enough, the Weierstrassian function possesses no asymp-

totic paths which tend to the boundary \z \ = 1, while, for sufficiently small c,

its minimum modulus on circles \z \ =r<l is bounded, and every point of

the unit circle is an essential singularity for the function.

2. Consider the function
»V JV

p»(s,-(!rt"M-te)'}
where c>l (say c = 3/2), and a is large. We first show that the minimum

modulus of FN(z) on any circle \z\=r is bounded, independently of N.

Clearly, for r > 1, FN(r) does not exceed

(1) .tW^exp (- r - e*2"),

where B, here and in the sequel, denotes an absolute positive constant (it

may denote a different constant in different contexts). For rèl, N^l, the

expression (1) does not exceed a fixed constant, and thus it is sufficient to

consider Fn(z) with \z \ = 1.

Let r be a fixed number less than 1. We consider the value of FN(reif)

where d is chosen according to the following rules. We first stipulate that

* Presented to the Society, June 23,1933; received by the editors February 4,1933. This paper

was written by the late R. E. A. C. Paley in its present form; proof was read by J. D. Tamarlsin.
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aN6=0 (mod 2tt), so that also 2*^0 = 0 (mod 27r), and thus the second factor

of FN(z) is real and less than 1 in modulus. There are now a possible reduced

values of aN~ld (mod 2ir). We choose that one which makes

N

23   cnran exp (ia"6)
n-N-l

a minimum. We now choose that one of the reduced values of AN~2d (mod

2ir) which makes
N

2~2   cnran exp (ian6)

n-N-2

a minimum, and so on. We show that if a is sufficiently large the resulting

value of
if

2~^cnran exp (ian6)

n-0

will not exceed a fixed constant independent of N. The argument is almost

identical with that given in an earlier paper.* We have at the first stage a

possible values of

(2) 2\2   Cr"" exp (ian8)
n=N-l

There is one of these for which the angle between the lines joining the point

cNrai! to the origin and to the point

N

2^  cnran exp (ia"0)

n~N-l

is less than or equal to it/a. Then the value of (2) can be seen by elementary

geometry to lie between

cN-lro   -1  and   cNfa      sec   (y/a)   _  cJV-lra   ~f

which, if a is sufficiently large (c = 3/2), is certainly not greater than cN-1r"If~l.

Thus

mm        ¿^   c"ra" exP (tan6)
aNB = 0       n-N-l

< c^-V»

* R. E. A. C. Paley, On some problems connected with Weierslrass's non-differentiable function,

Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 31 (1930), pp. 301-328; Theorem I, pp.

304-308.
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Having now fixed the reduced value of aN~10 (mod 2ir), we look for the mini-

mum value of

(3) 2^   cnran exp (ian6)

There is certainly one value for the expression (3), such that the angle be-

tween the lines joining the point

N

£    cnran exp (ian6)

n-N-l

to the origin and to the point

2   cnra" exp (ia"8)
n-2V-2

is less than or equal to ir/a. Thus the value of (3) lies between

JV-2
cN-ir* an(J J2   cnra" exp (ian6) sec

i)-'"-"• ■

and, if a is sufficiently large, it does not exceed cN~2ra    . An inductive process

will now show that

min 2~^cnra" exp (ian6)

n=0

grál,

and we have shown that, for all values of r, the minimum modulus of Fn(z)

on \z | =r is less than an absolute constant.

The derivative FN' (z) of FN(z) is

/       /      z      \t a \   r   n 2NaN /     3     \2 a /  N \\

(4) ̂ {-(ir^)   KS"»-""-— (l=^)   (£"-)}.-
Now suppose that d is sufficiently large, and that 1 — 3a~N ;£ r ?S 1 — 2a-JV'. Then

the expression (4) is majorized* by the single term

(5) „JW*-1.

Indeed the single term (5) exceeds in modulus

N 1
aNcN(l - 3arIi)a ~l £ —a»cN, a > 6,"32

* See, e.g., G. H. Hardy, Weierslrass' non-dijferentiable function, these Transactions, vol. 17

(1916), pp. 301-332.
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while the difference between the terms (4) and (5) is not greater in modulus

than

(1 - 2a-N\2NoN( »=t (1- 2-"\2N°N/ »     \)

N ¿V
(        /l-2arN\2 a )

+ aNcN< expf-— j       - IV g lO-^c*

if a and N are sufficiently large.

3. We now write

F(*) - £/*(«*), «* = (¿-Y*,

and set, for abbreviation,

/*(«) - ***(«), «* = a**, /St = fl*****,

where Xi = 0, \k+i = 2(Nk+Xk), while Nk, Rk (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) remain to be

chosen. We write Ni = Ri = 1 and give an inductive method for choosing Nk, Rk

for k > 1. Suppose that we have already chosen ¿Vi, • • • , Nk-i, Ru ■ ■ , Rk-i.

Since first FN(z) =0( \z |) for small z uniformly in N, we may choose Rk so

large that

(6) | fk(uk) | á 2-", | g | «g £*_, m = 1, 2, • • ■ , k - 1,

whatever the value of Nk may be. Next since, for  \z\^R/2 we have, uni-

formly in Nk and R,

d

dz fön 0(\z\ ""-^-"k),

we may also assume that Rk is so large that, whatever the value of Nk may

be, we have

(7)
d

—/*(«*)
dz

-g 2-no-6, \z\ = *»-*,    » - 1, 2, • • • , k - 1.

This finally fixes i?t. We now choose Nk > k so great that

(8) ßkcNkRkl ^ 106   max

I «Is*»

d   tí
—     L,fm(tím)
dz  m_i

We next observe that, for -(2a)~N" tt/4^0^ (2 a)"** tt/4, r^l,
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\M*)\*
2NhN*

BcNkraN"exp(-) erili>

V\l- or«*) )

= BcP*r"k exp | -  2-1'2(-~¡r) I - Bc"" eXp ^ ~ (Be^ •

For — a~x*+i7r^ö^a_x*+i7r, the argument of uk is ak0, and thus in modulus

does not exceed

ax*-Xw-i,r= a-2Jv*-xt7r g (2a)-N«Tr/A;

whence, on the range \z | à Rk, — a_x*+i7r = 0 ̂  a~x -mt,

max | fk(uk) | á ic** exp { - (¿e)2"*}.

We may thus increase Nk if necessary so as to ensure that, on the same range,

(9) max | fk(uk) | g 2~k.

This finally fixes Nk.

A. We observe first that, in virtue of (6), F(z) is in fact an integral func-

tion. Next (6) and (9) give us

(10) max {    ¿ +   El /«(««) I } = B,
\      1=1 l=k+l !

Rkú\z\ ^ Rk+i, — a~x*+lir ÚO Ú d-x*+i7r.

Also Fnm is so constructed that for fixed r, satisfying Rk^r^Rk+i,

(11) min | /*+i(ra*+i) | ^ B,

—   d~X*+l 7T 51   6 ^   d_X*+l 7T .

The equations (10) and (11) show that if r is fixed with RktkrfíRk+i, then

min | F(z) | è B,
|«|-f

where 5 is independent of r, £. Thus, the minimum modulus of F(z) on circles

\z\ =r is bounded.

5. We have now to show that F(z) has no asymptotic path. To do this we

show that in certain regions the differential coefficient of F(z) is not only large

but so large that there can be no continuous path passing through all these

regions on which F(z) is bounded.

Consider F'(z) in the annulus

(12) 1 - 3d-** ^ uk :S 1 — 2a~N".
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d ak      d ak ( z \ttra*
—/*(«*) = —uk—fk(uk) = —uk(ac)Nk 1 —-
dz z    duk z \Rk )

(1 + e),

where  |e|^ |lO-*, in virtue of the remarks at the end of §2. Now, in the

annulus considered, when a>6,

E     1/9 »-1a* / z y*-"* |
—uk(ac)Nk[ — )
z \Rk/        I

= ßkCNkRk-i

*k

Rk

= ßkctiRiT^l - 3a-N*)a    = 10-2/3tc^jRr1.

Also, by (7) and (8), in the annulus considered,

1 d (     k-l » -vl

yi   £+   £ /«(«-»£
dZ V.     m=i m-fc+1 / I

lO-Oß^kR^i + 10-«,

and thus

(13) F'(z) = ßkc»kRkW*-\l + e'),

where | e' | g 3 • 10-" g IO-'tt-1.

Now let f and f ' be two points of the annulus (12) and let

- 1 = îo-'/Sr1.

Then (13) shows that

7(f) - F(i) =   f F'(«)«fa

=   f  ßkcNkRk~»kZ»k-i^ + t>)dz

= c»kp*Rk-e4(-\ k -l\ +R,

(14)

where

(15)
R | =; 10-31 f ' - f |     max    | fikcNkR^kZfik7i |

l*ISÄ*

. , ^ 10-' 1 f' - f | ß^-^r1 ^ io-v*,

for we may certainly find a path joining f and f ' of length not exceeding

|f' — f ¡-7T, entirely interior to the annulus (12). The first term of (14) is

(16) crWRi-tofad' - r)/f} (1 + e"),

where
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| «"| á 10{(1 + lO-ïjSf1)'* - 1 - lo-1}  < 1/10.

ince, finally, in virtue of (12), if a is large enough,

| c^^Rk^-ßkd' - [)/s\ ^ 10-V\

it follows from (14), (15), (16) that

(17) \F(n — F(r) | ^ 2-10-4c^.

Since, for sufficiently large a, the breadth of the strip (12) exceeds

lO-'RkßiT1,

(17) shows that there can be no continuous path, crossing the strip, for which

the minimum modulus of F(z) is less than 10~*cNh which is arbitrarily large

with k. Thus there can be no asymptotic path tending to infinity.
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